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Surveying Greek history and civilization, this examines such topics as the Minoans and

Mycenaeans, City-States, Wars with Persia, Imperial Athens, Alexander, and after Alexander, as

well as Greek religion, games, democracy and law, work and trade, and education.
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"The authors are sensitive to the current impatience with traditional historical content, yet they

convey much historical fact without losing either the reader's attention or the shape of the long time

period treated" --BooklistA most readable book - it can be wholeheartedly recommended --Joint

Association of Classical Teachers.

Required for a college course text, very interesting to read.

required for classs.

Very informational!

I love the Greeks. I got this book for a class so I was forced to buy it. But this book was fascinating

and written in a way that is easy to understand.

Be sure to take a peek at the LookInside table of contents, it gives a very good sense of the scope

of the book.The authors have a sweeping knowledge of the Classical Greek period and use it to



select snippets from early writings.They alternate between their own commentary, well chosen

photos and direct quotes from translations of that period.The book is for the lay reader, no footnotes

are used, there is a nice selected booklist at the end.The index is in very small 6 point type so that it

will all fit on one page.The timeless writing style is reader friendly and engaging. This is a book that

needs a kindle and overdrive version. Highly Recommended.

I read this book before a trip to see the antiquitiesÃ¢Â€Â”the Parthenon, the palace at Knossos, the

treasures from archaeological digs, etc. The book greatly increased my understanding and

appreciation of the amazing things I saw in Greece. Sometimes the text lacks detail, but if you want

more detail, you can always find something deeper than this 200-page quick read.

This book is one of the books that, through vivid detail and scattered pictures, allows the ancient

Greek world to practically come alive. It goes from the pre-Greek era and continues on through the

days of the post-Greek glory, when all the Greeks had to offer was knowledge. I found the book

sorely lacking as far as describing the multitude of gods, but beyond that, I believe that it thoroughly

captured the true essence of Greek life. It is filled from cover to cover with information, and for

someone who wants to know just how the Greeks went about their daily life, then this is the book for

you. It lacks some of the more basic things you would expect to find out of a book full of a different

language, such as a pronunciation guide, but hey, from a book this good, you hardly even notice!
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